
 

 

FILM ACTING AND WAYS TO PREPARE 
two week intensive workshop with Sylvia Schwarz and Hanna Andersson 
BERLIN, JULY 23 to AUGUST 3, 2018  
 
Acting on film is in many ways the art of being in the moment. Sometimes all it takes is one take.  
But how do you prepare for a film role? Analyse the script? Make yourself ready to be in the 
moment when the camera rolls?  
 
Course description: This is a two week international processoriented acting workshop 
focused on how to prepare and perform on camera. Meisner technique is the basis of the 
daily practice. It trains the actor’s ability to react truthfully in the moment. Script analysis is 
key to getting to know the character and the world we portray. During the first week we 
spend the mornings introducing the Meisner technique and the afternoons are reserved for 
creative script analysis and film exercises. During the second week we combine the 
exercises from the Meisner technique with elements from the script analysis. We get into 
the subworld of the story and explore the driving forces of the characters. We try out 
strong, playable choices and make them personal. We film, watch, and go again.  
 
Workshop includes: Script analysis, Meisner technique, improvisations, filming of scenes, 
screenings, evaluations and self-reflection.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Sylvia Schwarz is a freelance actress and acting coach. She coaches actors for movies 
and TV and teaches Meisner technique in Actors Space Berlin and the Salzburg 
University. She has been working as an actress for over 20 years in German and 
international theatres, including 6 years as permanent member in Thalia Theatre Hamburg, 
and guest in Volksbühne Berlin, Schauspiel Frankfurt, Schauspiel Bochum, Festival 
Avignon, Het Lab Utrecht, and others. She also works for cinema and TV. She started to 
train with Meisner Technique 2006 and got her education as a Meisner technique trainer 
20010-2012 in Actors Space Berlin and in the Actors Pulse Sydney and Eric de Gamma 
Los Angeles. She teaches in German, English and French.  
 

  
Hanna Andersson is a freelance director and teacher, trained at the Stockholm  Academy 
of Dramatic Arts and at the Two Lights Studio in Los Angeles where she studied 
extensively with Judith Weston. Since her graduating from film school she has directed 
film, tv and theater and worked as a directing teacher and head of programme at the 
Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts. She has tought film acting in the Acting 
academies in Stockholm, Malmö, Luleå, Gothenburg and film directing and film acting 
internationally in Helsinki, Zürich, Sao Paulo, Hanoi and Jakarta. She was born in 1975 
and lives in Stockholm.  

Place: Berlin  
Level: Professional actors, graduates or drama school acting students on an advanced 
level  
Dates: July 23 to Aug 03, 10 days 
Schedule: Monday to Friday 10:00 am to 6:00 pm (including lunch break) 
Prize: 850 EUR 
Bring a friend or book two at once: 820 EUR  
Language: English  
Application: please write to hk.andersson@gmail.com (Hanna) or sjschwarz@web.de 
(Sylvia) and attach to your application a full CV with your acting experience. 


